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ValidaDon of Energy CalibraDon 
•  Good agreement of detector response among sampling layers 
•  Barrel response is consistent within 6% 
•  Good agreement of detector with cosmic & single beam data 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Mean = 2.0  MeV/mm 
Mean = 1.9  MeV/mm 
Mean = 1.9  MeV/mm 
Entries   3831 
Mean      1.74 
RMS        0.95 
MPV        1.35 
Cosmic µ dE/dx 
Beam Halo µ dE/dz 
Clustering in ATLAS Calorimeters 
•  Topological clusters (Topoclusters):     
1 of the major clusterings in ATLAS  
used for jets & Missing ET 
•  SophisPcated algorithm! 
•  Categorize cells into “seeds”, 
“neighbors” & “others” in 3D & among 
all EM, Had Calo (only EM or TileCal can 
also be used) 
–  Seeds: cells with S/N>4 (|E|>4×noise) 
–  Neighbors: iteraPvely add adjacent cells 
with S/N>2 
–  Others: all cells next to neighbors are 
included 
•  Threshold was opPmized with previous 
test‐beam & Monte Carlo studies 
•  Beber noise suppression compared to 
tradiDonal towers is expected 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Noise at Cell Level 
•  The noise was measured cell by cell and 
used for cluster reconstrucDon   (~5k cells 
for TileCal) 
•  Slight η‐dependence seen due to power 
distribuPon 
•  Noise is basically uniform in φ
•  Noise stability is within ~2% 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Noise stability of individual 
channels ~ 2% 
(3 month period) 
Averaged over φ LBA (0<η<1) 
Averaged over η
TileCal Topoclusters with Cosmic Runs 
•  Energy deposit from MIP is observed in TileCal (separaPon of noise & MIP 
is seen)  Topoclusters can tag low energy deposit even with good noise 
suppression 
•  Further invesPgaPon is on‐going with Topoclusters crossing over 
calorimeter borders (among all EM & Hadronic calorimeters)  important 
step towards jet & Missing ET 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TGC triggered events are normalized 
to the Tile‐triggered ones
TGC Trigger: End‐cap muon trigger, 
thus not much cosmic muons in barrel 
calorimeter 
Tile Trigger: Takes coincidence in top & 
bohom tower of TileCal (high purity of 
cosmic rays in the barrel) 
Summary
•  Current status of cosmic & single beam commissioning has 
been shown 
•  Understanding of the detectors has greatly improved through 
the combined cosmic & single beam runs 
•  ValidaPon of Pming calibraPon was done with cosmic & single 
beam data 
•  Energy calibraPon was checked with detector response to µ’s 
•  In‐situ noise measurement has been done at the cell‐level 
(crucial for physics object reconstrucPon) 
•  Topological clustering performance has been checked with 
cosmic muons  separaPon of noise & MIP was observed 
•  TileCal is in good condiDon and is ready for collisions! 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